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Limit temptations that lurk in your home.  You will already be
challenged in this program, so make sure that your home is a
safe space with lots of healthy options if a craving or moment of
weakness hits! Go on a kitchen cleaning spree! Go through your
pantry and fridge and get rid of anything that is restricted from
The Reset or items you know are just not good for you. If others
in your household are not doing The Reset then perhaps 
 segregate a portion of the fridge and cupboards for these other
items. A freshly cleaned fridge and pantry will not only look and
feel good but you have now made room for more healthy
options!

Things will go much smoother if you have the proper kitchen
gear to prepare your food.  This is not just for The Reset but
think about how it can simplify the cooking and preparation for
your food beyond this Reset.

Blender: Get a good quality blender for the morning brew,
soups, salad dressings, sauces and more! Sheena loves her
Vitamix and has used it almost every single day for over a
decade and it works like a charm! Marni uses a hand blender for
all her blending needs which is great for her tiny home.

Vegetable Spiraller:  This is a great tool to make spaghetti like
strands of vegetables. It helps make vegetables fun and can feel
like you are enjoying a bowl of pasta!

Mason Jars: These are perfect for storing sauces and leftovers.
Glass is preferred over plastic because with plastic there is the
risk of harmful hormone-disrupting chemicals like Bisphenol A
(BPA) that can get into food items after repeated uses. Plus its
easier to heat up!

What else do you want in your kitchen that would make it your
happy sanctuary?

Day 5: 
Kitchen Sanctuary
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Click to watch

https://youtu.be/9zxRYqm_dC0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NkyIvV7csEQ&feature=youtu.be

